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FORMS IN FIBERS 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The process of creating can be learned while 

producing a piece of art. The creation of a work of 

art is dependent upon the artist for the final solut ion . 

If a s cientist does not work, the i nvention will be dis

covered by someone else. But, if the artist does not 

work, the work of art will never exist. Only the artist 

can produce his answer , since art is based on self- de 

termination. The solution in art is de pendent on 

invention . There are constant decisions the artist must 

make while engaging in the activity of creating art work, 

so his final solution can not always be predetermined. 

The arts emphasize the achievements of the artist, rather 

than his knowledge concerning the field . 

In his book, Art/Search and Self-discovery, 

James A. Schinneller states that art should aid in de

ve loping a belief in oneself and a desire for creating a 

more beautiful and meaningful world in which to live. 

He goes on to write about creating art in a way that 

is especially meaningful to me. 

"An a rtist once contended t hat one paints 
to unload himself of feelings and visions. 
Art is involved with this experience of living , 
seeing, thinking, and feeling, each in his own 
way . An exper ience may be relived , details 
recalled, and life intensified through art 
activity. In the f ace of mechanization , and 
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the f ast , complex, and confusing tempo of 
our time , creativity ind icates the value of 
the individual and what can be achieved by 
relating the actions of eye , mind, heart, and 
hand . . . 

It is through the creative pr oces s tha t 
art challenges the ind ividual and a ctiva tes 
what exists within the senses. A more versa 
tile personality should emerge through a rt 
experiences . Qualities such as confidence , 
initiative, and freedom of thought can grow 
out of creative activity because the cons t ant 
problem solving tha t i s evident in such under 
t akings demands independent judgment and 
personal sensitivity . These comb ine to expand 
the horizons of the individual .. . "l 

A wor k of art is a combina tion of the invention 

process , sources of ideas , the elements of art, the 

principles of a rt, and the medium chosen, as well as 

the individual personality , s enses, t aste , and skill 

of the artist . I am especiall y interested in under

standing the importance of the creative process as 

we l l as a pplyi ng it t o t he making of my a rt pieces . 

Through study , practice , and producing art work , I 

ho pe my a rt pieces will r eflec t a pr ogression of indi

v idual growth and style. 

The sources of ideas for the a rtis t a re endless. 

The main i deas of inspiration tha t show up in my work 

are natura l environment and ge ometry . Additional 

sources such as techniques , influence of other artists , 

f r ee form , and memory a r e an important part of my work, 

also . 

l Jame s A. Schinneller, Ar t / ~ear ch and Self
Discovery, Fourth Ed i tion , (Worcester, Massachuse t ts : 
Davis Publ i ca tions , Inc . , 1975) , p . 2- J . 
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Along with an endless stream of ideas , an 

artist , whether consciously or unconsciously , has 

t o have an awareness of the elements and principles of 

art. A developed sense of good tas te and an excellent 

visua l way of looking a t the work is import ant, also . 

Practice in producing meaningful art helps to develop 

skills in the use of the elements and princi ples of a rt. 

The medium an a rtist works in is a personal 

choice . A good idea and a good sense of the elements and 

principles of art can be translated by the artist into 

almost any medium. Some ideas work best in a certain 

medium, however some artists convey their ideas better 

in the materials with wh ich they are most familiar . 

Sometimes the techniques of the process tell the a rtist 

the next idea to pursue. Spinning , stitchery, dyeing, 

fabric surface design, and weaving are the most inter

esting medium for me to work with. 

Although each piece of art an artist does should 

stand on its own without explana tion, a section of this 

paper will provide a brief description of how each p iece 

in the Culminating Project Exhibit was created. The 

crea tive process of each work wa s achieved in a slightly 

different way . After the description of art works, 

the conclusion will inc l ude a personal statement about 

why I work in the art field and my use of art sta tements 

as a means of communication . 



II. SOURCES OF IDEAS 

There are two main sources f or inspiration 

in decoration and design used in the exhibit. They 

are the natural environment and geometry. The sources 

of f ree f orms, art work from other artists, techniques, 

and memories will also be seen in my work. Some of the 

art works contain both geometrical and natural sources. 

Free form can be found in nat ure and art works. 

Therefore, al l the sources of idea s are closely related 

to each other. The two main sources plus others may be 

found by themselves or in combina tions i n works of art 

throughout history to the pres ent times . 

The i mportance of geometric forms in design or 

pattern is endless. Ge ometrical designs are thos e that 

are based on the purest of forms. The basic geometric 

elements are t he dot and the line . The element ary 

figures are such figures like the square, circle, t ri

angle , rectangle, r egul a r polygon, and so on. The more 

elaborate motifs are the s piral , palmet ~e , traceries , 

and arabesques. All of these shapes and more can be 

used as decorative motif s. 

Geometrical networ ks may consist of cross i ng 

lines, whether curved or s t raight. These crossed lines 

create a fundamental form of design structure whi ch is 

- 4 -
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called a grid. It can be a system of straight lines 

crossing to form squares, rectangles, triangles, 

diamonds, and their variations. Curved line grids 

create ogee, circle, and scale networks. 

The grid may form the basis for a repeat 

pattern. The basic unit could be any natural, free 

form, or geometrical design motif. The motif may 

appear throughout the grid or in a border around the 

edge. 

Geometrical design motifs can be formed in 

many ways. The reflection or reversal of a form 

creates a design unit. The kaleidoscope is an example 

of this type. The use of positive and negative s paces 

can be eff ective when used in reflection designs. 

Designs can be created by repetition of a form 

without reflection, as in the Greek fret and its vari

at i ons. These design units are usually asymmetrical 

and repeat in an i nteresting way . 

The pure geometric shapes have been universal ly 

recognized from the past to the present times. Ge

ometry can furnish both the const r uctive outline or 

grid , and the decoration or motif itself. It is neces

sary to explore the simplest to the more complex geo

metric forms to better understand design ideas. 

Other mathematical concepts can be used as an 

inspiration besides geometry. The matrix can be used 
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by substituting design motifs instead of numbers. 

Both the addition and t he multiplication matrix can be 

used in this method. 

Symmetry can be an extremely important design 

source. There are two types of symmetry or pro port i on, 

one of which possesses qualities of activity, and the 

other of passivity. The active type is called dynamic 

symmetry. It is the principle for the proport i oning 

of areas. The other is static s ymmetry which can 

either be perfectly ba l anced or asymmetrical. The 

passive type has been natura lly a pplied by the artis ts 

in design. No design, unless it is dynamic, would be 

possible without the use of passive or static s ymmetry.l 

Today computer-aided art is one of the most 

important links between art and techno l ogy. Computers 

can be used to pr oduce designs and drawings in black and 

white a nd in co l or. It is a design source that has only 

been available in recent times, and it is not readily 

accessible to all people even today. Computer art may 

broaden the established defin i tions and boundaries of 

creative activity in the future.2 

1Jay Hambidge, Dynamic Symmetry - The Greek Vase. 
(New Haven, Connecticuts Ya le Un iversity Press, 1941) , 
p. ?. 

2Jasia Reichardt, The Computer in Art, (New York: 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Compa ny , 1971), p . 1. 
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Man's na tural environment has been a source of 

inspiration for design and pattern motifs throughout 

the history of art . There is no real way t o f ind a 

dividing line between natural and geometric forms, 

because many forms a re common to both. The natural 

forms or principles often become geometric in des i gn. 

Nature forms can tend to be more r epresenta tiona l while 

geometric forms are not. 

In the past centuries, it was enough for the 

artis t t o copy the surface forms of nature. Nature forms 

were sometimes difficult t o us e realistically in d esign 

so the successf ul designer converted na tural forms into 

ornamental or decor at ive ones. When a natural form is 

simplified or adapted to fit its use in a design or 

motif, it is called stylized. It can be slightly altered 

or bare ly recognized as the original. Combinations of 

natural objects can be used t o make motifs as long as 

there is a feeling of consistency. Often symbolic 

meanings are attached to certain nature objects. 

In nature noth i ng is truly ugly . Nor i s there 

anything meaningles s , ineff icient, or nonfunctional in 

nature. Nature never wastes . Seeds tha t do not become 

plants may become fo od f or animals. 

Each s pecies of an imal or plant has its own 

design. Even though there are basic common l aws of 

nature, there is still a col l ection of unique charac-
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teristics that s et one nature ob j ect a part f rom all the 

others. Although almost a ll different kinds of trees have 

branching, the difference in their gr owth pattern creates 

a difference in the design of their individual shape. 

Probably no two leaves f rom even the same tree are ever 

exactly alike. Each leaf is an individual design and 

ea ch is attractive in its own way.l 

In nature, surface texture is either functional, 

ornamental, or shaped by external influences. It can 

also be t he combined result of several factors. These 

surface structure textures of objects in nature are 

virtually unlimited. Textures of nature fro m the point 

of view of the artist can be abstract in design or an 

inspiration for pattern motifs. 

The purpose of ornamentation is to improve the 

looks of things. In nature ornamentation may not be 

decorative, but rather functional because its purpose 

is to camouflage or mimic. The beautiful shades and 

patterns of many mammals, ground-nesting birds, f ishes, 

and insects make them blend with their surroundings i f 

they are not moving. In nature where the ornamentation 

consists of bril l iant colors and flashy patterns , it 

often serves as a warning to potential enemies. But the 

beautiful ornamenta tion of butterflies and shells is not 

understood.2 

The 
lAndreas Feininger, 

Viking Press, 1975), p. 

2Ibid., p. 160. 

Roots of Art, (New York: 
51-5). 
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Patterns can be seen in designs tha t have been 

inspired by na ture. Patterns i n nature can be s een 

almost anywhere there is order ly repetition of form 

or line . A pat tern may be the repetit ion of one object , 

a c ombination of many objects , or the structure and 

ne t work of how t he object i s formed . Flowers gr owing 

in pr ofusion make a patt ern against the ir green leaves . 

Pebbles on a pa th , the foot pr ints of animals , and the 

line s on the beach where the sur f has been all make 

patterns . There is a pattern in the f ur, shells , and 

fea thers of certain animals. The structure of soap 

bubbles , cra cks, and cr ystals make endless patterns. 

Not only wa s it impor tant for the artist to 

stylize and symbolize the natural obj ects , but how the 

natural environment was constructed became intriguing 

also . Ar t ists , scient ists , and mathematic ians through 

out history have made contributions t o the knowledge of 

nature by looking beneath t he sur f a ce of na tural things 

t o t heir structure , func tion , and meaning . Nature can 

have hidden meaning in her simplicity . 

Visual patterns and fo r ms a re an i mportant part 

of t he natural world . From only a few for mal themes 

nature creates endl ess possibilities of harmony and 

beaut y . Because of these t hemes, t he structure of 

crystal gra i ns looks like the f r oth of s oa p bubbles . 

Branching of trees , branching of a r teries , br anchi ng of 
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rivers , and branching of lightn ing resemble each other . 

Patterns like the s piral , meanders , branching , one 

hundred and twenty degree joints , cracking close 

packi ng , and the f r oth of bubbles occur over and over 

again in many differ ent ways in the natural world.l 

Nothing in nature is str uctureless and nature 

builds i t s structure by accretion . One of t he uni

versa l principles in nature is growth thr ough accretion 

structured in the form of l ayers . It can apply to 

pl ants , animals , mountains , and all of nature . First 

a toms j oin to for m mo l ecules , and molecules combine to 

form macromolecules . Next comes cell components and 

t hen cells , tissues , organs , and finally living things . 

Atoms also join to form molecules that are clumped, 

cemented , fused , or crystalized together to form the 

minerals that form t he rocks. The rocks form the 

mountains , valleys , and plains that for m the landscapes , 

that form the Earth . The macrostructures of nature can 

be a never- ending source of inspira t i on for design 

poss ibilities . 2 

The bas ic patterns , materials , and laws of 

na t ure are i mportant in the natural world . The scien

t ist or the mathematician tries to pr ove relationships 

1Peter S . $tevens , Patter ns in Nature, (Boston: 
Atlantic- Little , Brown and Company, 1974) , p . J - 4 . 

2Andreas Fe ininger , Roots of Art , (New York : 
The Viking Press , 1975), p . 1J8 . 
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of these groups to each other. The natural environment 

is also important to the artist-designer as inspiration 

for new creative ideas. The more the artist knows about 

the way our natural environment is made up such as the 

structure, color pattern, size and shape of its elements, 

the greater number of tools he will have at his disposal 

for self-expression. 

Most of the pieces in the exhibit have either 

geometric or natural environment ideas influencing them. 

Along with these two main sources, some pieces contain 

one to three other sources of inspiration in order to 

convey an idea. 

The free form design source can be accidental. 

It may not consciously be governed by shapes seen in 

nature or by geometrical measurement. Free forms are 

not representational and follow no set rules. Some free 

forms such as stones are found in nature. This category 

of design sources is one of convenience and includes 

designs not directly based on nature or geometrical 

abstractions. Sometimes no matter how the artist tries 

to escape from images of real t h ings , the mind seems to 

insist on trying to see realistic images in designs that 

attempt to escape from realism. 

The artist, Henri Matisse, was a master of free 

form paper cut out designs. He used both the pos itive 
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and negative shapes in some of his free form designs . 1 

The past is a magnificent and comprehensive 

source of inspiration ideas . As pects of the past tha t 

harmonize with the artist ' s personality or intentions 

can become influential and, when used , are rescued 

from obscurity . Sources of inspiration or design 

ideas may exist in past visual art forms , processes, 

techniques , trad itional literature , music , mathematics , 

architecture , or in any area re lat ing to mans • his tory . 

The present i s merely an extension of the past . Both 

past and present provide endless opportuni ties for the 

excavation of ideas . New technology can be applied to 

the past knowledge to create a combination of bot h past 

and present influences . The quality of t he current 

design is related not to t he source, but to the ability 

of the designer to hand le materials and t o solve log i 

cally the design problems in a personal manner . What 

is done today becomes the historical ob j ect of tomorrow . 

The wor k of today becomes an additional design source to 

be assimilated or rejected by those who will fol l ow . 2 

Other sources of inspira t ion would include im

a g ina t i on, which represents wha t does not exist. Imagi -

1Walter Miles, Designs for Craf tsmen . (Weston , 
Conn s Doubleday & Co . , Inc ., 1962) , p . 59 . 

2James A. Schinneller , Art/Search and Self
Di s c overy , Fourth Edition, (Worcester , Mas sachusettss 
Davis Publ ications , Inc ., 1975), p . 52 -55 . 
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nation cannot create from nothing s o it modifies and 

comb ines already exis ting images. To imagi ne i s to 

remember , so the inspiration of the imaginary i s rela t ed 

t o an idea from memory . 

Nostalg ic memory is another way to use the 

memory a s a design source . It involves remembering 

moments out of t he past that have left an impression 

on the artist . Along with memories woul d be the effort 

of the artist to try and convey feelings , emotions , and 

thoughts . 

The study and knowl edge of techniques in the 

craft are also important. The more knowledge the artis t 

has about the techniques tha t a r e used the more at eas e 

he is in putting the techniques to use . Sometimes the 

techniques have a way of speaking to the artist. Tech

niques can be lea rned by study samples , inspiration f r om 

others in the craft , study of art work in the technique , 

and available wor k from t he past . 



Ill. THE ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF ART 

The mos t important reason for doing any of my 

crea tive works is the i dea. In order to better com

municate an idea through any a rt medium it is extremely 

vital to have an understanding a nd an ability to apply 

the elements and princ i ples of a rt . 

The c omponents which make up a work of art are 

called the element s of art . They are line , shape , value , 

texture and color . In the crea tive process these ele

ments are c omb i ned i nto unified structures . As the 

artist selects and arranges the elements, he i s designing 

what he considers to be the most effective for m in which 

to expres s his ideas . Every element i n a design or work 

of art should be an essential component of the artist's 

intended representat ional , functiona l , expressive, or 

esthetic meaning . This unified combination of selected 

elements gives a work of art its meaning . The observer 

of a work of a rt must be abl e to r ecognize tha t the 

elements are unified before he will be able to und ers tand 

or a ppreciate their signif icance . Uni ty and meaning are 

c losely related in a r t . 

When the elements of a rt a r e combined int o compo

sit ions qualitie s such as rhythm, ba l ance , har mony , empha

sis , subordination, variation , and unity result . This 

- 14 -
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group is known as the principles of art. Both the 

elements and principles of ar t are f ound in na ture as 

well as art. 

Repetition with variation of size or color 

appears often in my work. I am especially concerned 

tha t the variation creates the necessary rhythm that 

will make the piece interesting . 

In my work color is used a grea t dea l in the 

shaded f orm. In stitchery I often use three t o six 

shades of one color in order to give some shapes the 

a ppearance of a dimens ional f orm. Several yarns of 

different shades can be threaded t hrough a needle and 

stitched at one time. 

Sometimes in dyeing yarns or f abrics it has 

taken me a whole day just to mix the correct colors. 

Colors that are more nearly natural lend thems elves 

better t o some of my des igns. 

Because of t he uses of many diff erent textiles 

and f ibers, texture i s one of the most important e l e

ment s for t he f iber artist. Somet imes the texture of 

the yarn itself suggests t he way it should be used. 



DESCRIPTION OF TEXTILES AND FIBERS 

Both the practica l and artistic qualities of 

fibers have been an important part of my l i f e . In 

high school I became interested in clothing construct i on. 

As a major in coll ege , I pursued the history, fiber 

content, marketing , printing , weaving , and designing 

of textiles . I wa s also involved in the fashion, 

drapery, construction, tailoring , and history of clothing . 

I worked in the fashion merchandising of womens ' clothing 

from infant t o adult sizes for five years. It wa s not 

until t en years ago tha t I began to design art i n the 

textile medium. I am es pecially interested i n the 

history, uses, and economics of text iles in all cultures . 

I enjoy coll ecting early American s pinning and weaving 

equi pment and I use them as tools of my craft . When I 

am working on the anc ient a rt of s pinning I like to 

remember the his t or y of fibe rs as I enjoy the process. 

A fabric can be an expression of the fibers of 

which i t is made. Var i ations in the ear lies t weaving had 

t o be obtained with col or . Once spinning of fibers was 

deve l oped, about 3000 B. C. , the possibilities for unusu

al eff ects i n weaving were much increa sed. The invent ion 

of s pinning ma de possible the addit ion of many other 

cha racteristics which could be g iven t o the combed or 

- 16 -
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corded fibers as they were spun or twisted into yarns. 

Ori ginally stitchery and weaving were us ed for 

functional i t ems only. As techniques and skill improved, 

textiles became decorat i ve as we11 •as f unctional. Some 

contemporary fiber artists may only be involved in the 

artistic qualities of the fiber field. Using imagination 

the modern fabric, fiber, or textile designer has expanded 

the basic possibilities of textiles and fibers into an 

almost limitless range of effects. Today grasses, seed 

pods, fea thers, or other objects can be f ound incorporated 

in f iber art forms by the designers. The distinctive 

natural shapes of these objects can become an integral 

element of the structural design. 

Structural design in textiles depends on the 

fiber t hat is used and the way in which it is woven. 

There are many kinds of weaves, plain, basket, rib, 

floating yarns, leno, pi le, and figure weaves that include 

the Jacquard, brocade, and damask. Three-dimensional 

fiber structures are being used by contemporary designers. 

Tapestry weaving has been revived in recent years as a 

significant art form. 

The tools to make textiles and textile art fo rms 

can be v ery s imple or mos t complex. Spinning can be done 

on a tiny drop s pindle or a complex commercial machine. 

Weaving can be achieved in a small wooden f r ame, backstrap 

loom, or the complex Jacquar d loom. 
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The decorative design on fabrics f alls into 

one of two ca tegories, embroidery or a pplique, and 

printing. Printing can be done by block printing , by 

the intaglio method or by stenciling, which includes 

silk screen. Other methods of printing are the dye 

method, the discharge method, and resist printing.l 

An experimental attitude in the use of materials 

in all branches of f iber arts is now evident. The f iber 

artist is presently concerned primarily with expressive 

ideas and aesthetic problems. At no other time in 

history have there been more unlimited qua l ities of 

color and textures, in materials, to ins pire the fiber 

artist. Sometimes the limiting of materials and colors 

can be a difficult problem. 

1Marjorie Elliott Bevlin, Design Through 
Discovery, Second Edit i on, (New Yorks Hol t, Rinehart 
and Wins t on, Inc., 1970 ), p . 157-158. 



V. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 

The techniques of textile art processes are 

as important to me a s historical textiles. After 

spinning is mastered, it becomes a very easy skill 

that t akes many hours in order to accumulate a volume 

of beautiful handmade yarns. In contrast, it can t ake 

years of practice in the craft of weaving in order to 

learn and use the many different patterns in a creative 

way. Designing work for a particular craft is easier 

if a basic knowledge of techniques is understood . 

Sometimes there are many different ways to achieve 

the same final results. It is then up to the individu

al craftsman to determine which technical process would 

be best f or the desired result. 

A variet y of different techniques is represented 

in the art work shown in my Culminating Project Exhibit. 

The processes of surface design, stitchery, and weaving 

that were used in the exhibit will be explained in t his 

section. 

The a pplication of dye to the surface of a fabric 

can be a technique that progresses quickly. The direct 

dye technique tha t is seen in the silk hanging , "Leaf 

Symmetry," is achieved by applying fiber reactive dye 

directly t o the surface of a fabric. After a design 
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is chosen, hot wax is applied to the design lines . 

It is important that t he design has lines that com

pletely enc l ose the areas that are to contain the 

colors. The enclosed s paces keep the dye from s pread

ing beyond the wax boundary. The dyes are applied 

with s ponges with handles or paint brushes to the wax 

surrounded areas . If a shaded dye a rea i s desired a 

chemical water is brushed onto the dye before it has 

dried . 

After th~ piece is completely dry t he wax is 

r emoved with a hot iron . The fabric is heat set with 

the iron and a hot clothes dryer before it i s completely 

cleaned in a was hi ng machine. 

Un l ike the direct dye method , pho to silk screen 

and blueprint require a grea t deal of pre paration bef ore 

the actual print i ng pr oces s can begin . This pr ocess is 

complica ted and requires a great deal of techni cal 

knowledge . But, once the desired image or design is 

applied to the silk screen , t he pr ocess of print ing can 

be done quickly . After t he fabric is sensitized , blueprint 

or brownprint i s a quick process also . Once the silk 

screens and the Kodalith trans parencies a r e ma de they 

can be used over and over again . For the silk screen 

print and t he blueprints in my Culminating Pro j ect 

Exhib it , it was necessary to pr ocess black and white 

negatives onto Kodalith trans par ent film . 
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The black and white negative chosen for a 

Kodalith transparency should be strong in contrast 

with no pale tones . I t should also be in f ocus. The 

negative is placed in the enlarger in a darkroom with 

a yellow safe light. The Kodalith i s placed on the 

base of the enla rger with the light s ide up and exposed 

for twelve seconds. The F-stop will vary in order to 

get the twelve second exposure. The exposed film is 

put through the Koda lith devel oper, stop ba th, and 

fixer. The fixed Kodalith film is r i nsed about thirty 

minutes and then air dried. 

This Koda lith will be a positive image and i s 

the image tha t is used f or the s ilk screen. Because 

the blue print or brownprint needs a negative Koda l ith, 

the developed Koda lith is pl aced on top of an unexpos ed 

Kodalith fi l m on t he base of t he enl arger. The process 

i s t hen re pea t ed t o ach ieve the negative Kodalith from 

the positive. 

In order t o do a blueprint on f a bric , the f a bric 

ha s t o be trea ted with chemica l s. A solut ion of f i f t y 

grams of f er r ic ammonium citra te and t wo hundred fif t y 

milliliters of d i s til led water is mixed with a s olution 

of thirt y- f ive gr ams of pota s s ium fer ricyan i de and t wo 

hundr ed fifty mill iliters of d i s tilled wa ter. Pot a s s i um 

fer r icyan ide s hould be handl ed cautiously . The solution 

s houl d be s t or ed in t he da r k unt i l i t is used . In a dark 
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r oom t he fabri c is soaked for about three minutes in 

a fla t glass container of solution. It is hung to 

completely dry i n the da r k and the s olution shoul d not 

be allowed to dri p on the floor . The br ownprint method 

is similar to the blue print method, only the chemicals 

are different. 

A contact print is made with the positive 

Kodalith image on top of the sensitized fabric. This 

is placed under a glass and ex posed in the sun or under 

a sunlamp until the desired darkness of color is achieved. 

Found ob jects as well as Kodal ith film can be used in 

the blueprint method . Heavy paper stencils can be cut 

and used in this process. The image i s fixed by wash ing 

in lukewa rm running wa ter . Hot water should never be 

used on a blueprint. 

There are diffe rent ways of a pplying the photograph 

onto a screen . The f ilm method is the way the image is 

a pplied t o the s ilk screen for the "Japanes e Gar den" 

print in the exhibit. Hi Fi green photo sensitive film 

i s cut in subdued lighting about an inch larger than the 

pos itive Koda lith . A c l oth is placed on a smooth table 

surface. On t op of the c l oth the phot o sensitive f i l m 

is placed with t he emulsion side down. The Kodalith 

film is placed on top of the f i l m. If l etters are used 

t hey have to be reversed . A gl ass is placed on top to 

cover t he whole image and i t is weighted down with bricks . 
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An eight minute exposure is done with a photo flood 

lamp about twenty inches over t he table. A fan is 

used the l ength of the exposure time to keep the glass 

cool. 

The exposed green f ilm i s deve l oped with ninety 

seconds and then rinsed in lukewarm water. The film 

is placed on a pile of newspa per with its emulsion 

side u p . The s i lk screen is placed on top and weighted 

down with bricks . It is blotted with newspaper and left 

to dry under pressure . After it i s dry , the backing 

paper is peeled off. I f the screen is l a r ge , several 

photographs can be used to fill the s pace. After the 

screens are made and waterproofed they are ready for 

print i ng . 

Colortex dyes were used and mixed accord ing to 

their directions . They allow f or transparent qualities 

in the printing process. These dyes remain on the 

surf ace of the fabric and were heat set with an iron in 

order to become permanent. 

Along with the photo silk screens , plain screens 

were used over pa per stencils that were torn a nd placed 

directly on the cloth being printed. Someti mes the 

plain color was printed on the white fabric and the 

phot o silk screen was printed over it. 

Another t ype of printing used in t he Cu lminating 

Pr oj ect Exhibit is l inoleum block pri nting. In this 
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process designs were traced onto linoleum blocks and 

cut out with linoleum block cutters . Oil base fabric 

inks were rolled onto the surface and then the inked 

blocks were placed on the fabric . The block was pressed 

hard t o be sure the print was even . 

Unlike the s i lk screen and the linoleum process

es , stitchery does not need a lot of preparation in 

advance . It als o has the advantage in many cases of 

being portable . It, therefore, can be worked on if 

desired or conveni ent wherever the art is t goes . 

Without the use of stitches , there would be no 

art of embroidery. They are the means by which ideas , 

designs , and memories can be placed on fabrics . A 

s t i tch should be chosen f or use because it expresses 

perfectly the subject to be embr oidered . 

All stitches can be placed into groups accor di ng 

to their individual characteristics . They can be divided 

i nto four main groups called the flat, l ooped , chained , 

and knot t ed . Other stitch groups come from the four 

main groups and may be variations or combinations of 

several stitches . Two groups of this type are the 

composite stitches and the detached stitches. St itches 

can also have groupings by their use in different types 

of needlework . Canvas stitches and black work stitches 

are examples of these groups even though they still have 

their origin in the four main groups of stitches . 
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More important than knowing a great number of 

stitches is knowing some stitches very well. A great 

deal of knowledge about stitches is learned by exploring 

the possibilities of stitches and seeing how their basic 

form can be varied. 

Dimensional qualities of stitches can be learned 

when it is discovered how to vary a stitch. The experi

menting with a stitch in different threads, ya rns, cords, 

and backgrounds is very important. The choice of thick, 

thin, fine, and novelty threads can make a great dea l of 

difference in the way a single stitch may look. 

The stitch can be pulled tight or left loose. 

The tension could be a variation of tight and loose, 

but it should fit the idea and not look like poor 

technique. Another important way to vary stitches is to 

change the size of the stitch. Most stitches can be 

worked small or large. The size can be varied randomly 

or to fit certain patterns. As the stitch varies, the 

size of the yarn might change also to creat e even 

greater emphasis. 

The proportions of the whole or part of a s titch 

can be altered. One side of a stit ch could be l onger 

than the other side. A stitch could be long and thin 

or short and fat. The f inal loops of the Knotted Cabl e 

Chain or Pekinese can be different lengths and can be 
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very long. Buttonh ol e or Open Chain can be narrow 

or a very wide band, or a gr adual change f rom one into 

the other.1 

The angle and the direction of a stitch could 

be cha nged. All stitches can be wor ked to lean one 

way, cross over each other, ma ke a fan s hape, or rotate 

in a circle. Some stitches can be worked in a lter na te 

directions along a line instead of all f acing the same 

way . The Buttonhol e Stitch is an example of this. 

Some stitches can be worked double or piled 

on top of each other. The Raised Chain Band can be 

worked two or even three times on each rung of the 

ladder to make it more knobby. Sometimes a large 

stitch can be wor ked around the outside of t he smaller 

one. The Spider's Web or the Chain Stitch can be 

worked in t his manner. The whole stitch or onl y part 

of a stitch can be double. 

An especially good idea for va ryi ng a stitch 

to add dimension would be to work stitches on top of 

each other. There are s everal methods of doing t his. 

Some stitches can be stitched on t op of each other in 

order t o build up rows or walls like the Braid Edge 

Stitch . Stitches worked in one direction can be worked 

over stitches worked in another direction. Knots can be 

1Valer i e Harding , Textures i n Embroidery , (New 
Yerka Watson-Guptill Publications, Inc., 1977), p . 41-43. 
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worked on top of areas of stitches to break up the 

evenness. A thin version of a stitch such as Cret an 

can be used over itself in many layers to give a feeling 

of depth. 

There are endless possibilities of varying 

the size, texture, dimensions , and color of a stitch . 

It is not a good idea to use too many ideas in one piece 

of work because it could become too cluttered. The only 

limitation is that the stitch should be appropriate for 

the purpose for which the stitch is intended. 

Quilting, trapunto, shadow quilting, gathering, 

layering, pleating, and smocking are techniques that can 

be used in creative stitchery. Padding or stuffing of 

applique pieces or stitchery backgrounds can add emphasis. 

A few of these techniques a ppear in the stitcheries in 

the exhibit. 

Many different types of yarns , cords, f abrics, 

and found obj ects can be couched to a background fabric . 

Tubing and wrapped threads can be worked separately and 

then added later. When these items are couched down, 

they can be stitched at regular intervals or r andomly . 

They may be allowed to loop or fold away from the fabric 

where desired to add variety. Other stitches can be 

used to stitch these threads to the ground fabric besides 

Couching Stitches. Wire can be covered with threads or 

stit ches. I t can then be bent into a variety of shapes, 
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loops, or coils. Curtain rings can be wrapped with 

ya rn to have a round shape. 

The dimensional qualities of stitches can be 

achieved by an almost limitless arrangement of threads, 

f abrics, and other material s in order to create a piece 

of work that is tactile as well as visual. One way of 

experimenting is to find new textures by looking at 

other surfaces and patterns not normally associated 

with stitchery. These ideas should then be applied to 

stit ches on f abric. 

A good stit chery is composed of a unity of 

design, col or, line, shape, form, and texture. An 

extensive knowledge of stitches and wha t they can do 

can be helpful in achieving more interesting works of 

art in stitchery. Studying wha t has been done with 

stitchery throughout previous centuries and applying 

it in my work with an experimental eye for the future 

is important to me. 

Stitchery is usually added to embellish an 

already existing fabric, to sew pieces of different 

fabrics together, or to applique an additional fabric 

to the surface of a background fabric. It is not as 

common to weave the background that will later have 

surface stitchery added. In this ca se the woven back

ground and added stitches should both be necessary and 

complementar y to each other in the design. Many of 
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the stitchery techniques can be applied to the fabric 

during t he weaving pr ocess . Some s tit chery and weaving 

t echniques a r e similar . 

It is a lso interesting t o plan a weaving so 

that when it comes off the loom it can be folded , dr aped , 

knott ed , or manipulated into its f i nal position with 

minimal finishing . The use of paper or fabric patterns 

helps a gr eat deal in designing t his t y pe of weaving . 

Ikat is t he process in which certain a reas of 

a warp a re wrapped to resist the dye ba th and after the 

warp is dyed it is placed on the loom and woven to 

pr oduce the dyed warp pattern. Ikat require s designing , 

dyeing , and weaving skills . The process can be simple 

or extremely complex , depending on the difficulty of 

the pattern on t he war p threads to be dyed . Ikat can 

be even more diff icult when wa r p and weft t hreads a r e 

dyed in order to crea te a design . 

The ikat wea vings in the exhibit have t he ad 

dition of dyed paper as part of their c omposition . 

Bes i des paper , natural objects , pieces of fabric , and 

other non - yarn ob j ects could be incorpor a ted into the 

warp as it is woven t o f orm a woven c ollage . 



VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK IN THE EXHIBIT 

Works of art cannot help but be personal 

statements about the life, feelings, culture, edu

cational background, and personal growth of the artist 

who makes them. For educational purposes, the step by 

step processes that were followed in making the art work 

in the Culminating Project Exhibit will be described in 

this section. Although each piece of art should be 

strong enough to stand alone without any comment, these 

explanations are hoped to be informative as to where 

ideas come from, techniques used, and a general under

standing of the artist who created them. Sometimes the 

idea came first, sometimes the technique came first, and 

sometimes just a feeling or emotion came first. Some 

of the pieces are planned with exact size detailed 

sketches, and sometimes there was no sketch at all. The 

crea tive process for each piece was handled a little 

diff erently. Although the pieces of art can have more 

than one idea source , they will be grouped according to 

the natural environment and geometric sources of inspi

ration. The other design sources will also be described . 

Visual patterns and forms are an important part 

of the natural environment. The inspiration for endless 
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possibilities for harmony and beauty can be found 

throughout nature from only a few formal themes. 

Limiting the endless possibilities of na ture in order 

f or me to create meaningful works of art can be a 

difficult task. Some of the art works in the 

Culminating Project Exhibit are more closely related 

to the natural environment than any other design source. 

The canvas embroidery, "Tri-Shell Intertwining ," 

is based on a technique that was seen at a stitchery 

exhibit. The technique was changed by doing it in a 

shaded color range. Because of my desire to do this 

stitch, I chose a sketch I had completed earlier. The 

actual stitchery was done in short periods of time 

during the day , because it wa s boring work. The effect 

of the stitch wa s worth the eff ort. The stitchery idea 

was based on the shell theme. It takes three stylized 

shells intertwining to make the composition. None of 

the three shells could have stood alone which s ymbolizes 

the dependance of each shell on the other. 

The stitchery art form can be very slow and time 

consuming at times. For the machine embroidery, "Sea 

Within Me," I set up the challenge of completing a 

stitchery in several weeks. The idea wa s taken f rom my 

tiny two inch stylized shell sketch which was to repre

sent a large and a small shell side by side. It was done 

on the sewing machine s o the stit chery part would go fast . 
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The speed and shading possibilit ies of machine em

broidery are gr eat advantages in the creative stitcher y 

field . 

The creative sti t chery, "Flowing ," is a nos 

t algic memory piece. The i dea is based on the many 

evenings I sat by a mountain clear water stream in 

Gatl inburg , Tennessee. The idea came not at the s tream , 

but in the longing to be t here when far away . The 

st i tchery i s t o give an impression of how I f elt and 

what I saw. The memory of the quiet noises of the 

stream was especially important. It was started f rom 

a previous actual size sketch about highway cl overleafs 

and I later converted t his sketch to represent pool s of 

water in a flowing stream. The piece of f abric that 

surrounds the three pools of water is the largest single 

piece of applique I have ever stitched. A velvet t ype of 

f abric gives the i l lusion of water. The a pplique pieces 

were cut bigger than the s pace and the pieces were pushed 

t o fit the marked lines. This a llowed the fabric to f orm 

random fo lds . This shiny pile a ppl ique was t o repres ent 

water reflections, water flowing , or water ripples a f ter 

an ob j ect has hit the surface . The s titcher y portion was 

to represent r ocks, shells , mosses , plants, and so on in 

water pools of a s t ream. Shells were added even though 

they were not in the s tream. The batting was added and 

the pi ece was quilted on l y enough to hold it together to 
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a denim backing . When I saw the s pecial s pot by the 

s tream once a gain after the stitchery was completed, 

I could t ell tha t my memory of this place was quite 

accurate. 

The creative stitchery, "Roots," was s t arted 

from a five inch sketch. The sketch wa s based on the 

branching principles of nature, but it was not patterned 

after any particula r nature object. The s ketch di d not 

resemble roots until the brown c ol ors were chosen. The 

large rust woo l wa s appliqued on the ba ckground in one 

p iece and stuffed as i t w~s stitched. This applique 

piece was then stitched in f our colors t o give a shaded 

appearance. The couched yarns were twisted bef ore being 

sewn down and yarns were r emoved gradually as it was 

stit ched so that it tapered from thick to thin evenly. 

The direct dye t echnique was used to create the 

silk banner, "Leaf Symmetry." After a hike into the 

Tennessee Mountains to observe leaf shapes, I stylized 

several interesting leaves and a rranged them into a 

pattern. The sketch of the repea t pattern was the s i ze 

of half of the final piece. The silk was f olded crosswise 

with the paper design underneath the silk. Hot wax was 

a pplied t o the lines of the design. It took one whole 

day to mix the dye shades. The colors of the l eaves 

were to show the transition from late s ummer into autumn. 

The placement of the color was also very important for 
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the total design. When the colors we r e f inally chosen, 

they were applied with s ponge brushes into the wax 

surrounded areas. To achieve the shaded a reas in the 

leaves and the background, a chemical water was added 

to lighten the dye tha t had a lready been applied. The 

wax was removed and the piece could be unfolded revealing 

the total des i gn for the first time. 

The quilted silk screen print, "Japanese Garden," 

did not have any original sketch or idea of any kind. 

The piece was simply printed on a white piece of fabric 

and the design came a s the proces s continued. Long 

before the print i ng started, black and white photographs 

were taken of flowers, of the Japanese Garden, and of a 

Japane s e model . The photographs were processed onto 

Kodalith f ilm and the film was processed onto s ilk s creens . 

With the screens ready , I tried to print an i l lusion of a 

Japanese Garden . The print is meant t o be a landscape 

design with sky , water, reflections of a person, and plant 

lif e. The purple color is for design purposes only. The 

printing pr ocess combined the photo silk screen and paper 

s tencil techniques . The paper stencils were t orn in a 

free form manner . Colortex f abric dyes were used . After 

the print wa s c ompleted , a green border wa s stitched on 

and it was quilted . 

The seven page book, "No Dogs Pl ease," was ba sed 

on phot ogr aphs that were taken at the Japanese Ga r den in 
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St. Louis . The black and wh ite negatives were trans 

ferred to Kodalith film . The next step wa s t o sensitize 

the fabric . The sensitized fabric with the Kodal ith 

photo on top wa s placed in sunlight t o expose the 

fabric. This i s called the blueprint process . The 

letters for the book were cut out of cons truct ion paper . 

The book binding wa s a piece of sensitized fabric wadded 

and unwadded s everal times while exposed to sunl i ght . 

Embroidery adds a touch of emphas i s on each page . A 

fabric book would be fun to do again sometime . 

The s titcher y and wea ving , " Patches ," was woven 

fo r the purpose of adding st i tchery to embellish it 

later . This was a first attempt in trying to weave an 

interesting background on which stitchery could be 

applied . I started weav ing with my free f orm s ketch 

right side up t aped on the loom . While I was weaving 

I r eal ized my sketch had been turned ups ide down by 

mistake . Luckily it rea lly did not matter becaus e I 

wa s not following the sketch accur a tely anyway . I had 

to be careful that the woven fabric would be a ppropriate 

for the s titcher y . It was a l so i mportan t tha t the 

stitchery be a necessary a dd ition t o the final p iece . 

The i mportance of geometric forms and mathema tical 

concepts in des ign is endless . Geometry can be the con

struct i ve out line , the order of a pattern , or the 

decor a tion itself . It can be both very simple or 
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extremely complex. Some of the art pieces in the 

Culminat ing Project Exhibit were more influenced by 

geometry than any other design source. A few of these 

geometric designs were also influenced by other art 

work observed or by interesting techniques. 

The canvas embroidery, "My Box ," was one of 

the few times I created a design for a particular shape . 

The 1889 box was bought at an antique show on Memorial 

Day, 1980 . At the t ime the box was purchased, the plan 

was to do a stitchery to fit in the box and to use the 

sewing tools inside the box for my treadle sewing machine. 

The design was to be a dimensional stit chery design to 

fit the panels. The purpose was to make all panels go 

together, but separately to be independent and interesting 

also. The f irst design was the most successful and the 

one that was finally chosen, although four other designs 

were attempted. With this design the stitcher y would 

have t o be flat rather than dimensional, but this design 

gives the illusion of dimension and relates to the angles 

of the box. The floss was a r ayon Marlett from West 

Germany and the colors were chosen to relate to the 

untouched colors of the box. The canvas embroidery was 

stitched to brown Ul trasuede fabric and glued onto the 

box panels. The box design is unique in the way it can 

be both a dimensional box and a flat hinged surface. I 

hope that the addition of the canvas embroidery makes 
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the box very special. 

The creative stitchery , "Squa re /ithin Square ," 

was ins pired by the Braid- Edge Stitch t aught in a workshop 

by fiber artist , Joan Michae l s Paque . In order to better 

understand the design possibilities of the stitch I 

stitched experimental samples . I also worked on many 

sketches of design pos s ibilities and eventually chose 

a very simple s quare design on graph pa per for the 

technique . The stitched walls that raise pe r pend icular 

to the background surf ace were planned to be of d ifferent 

heights and diff erent color s . It was hard to visualize 

how the final piece would look because only a flat 

sketch was used . The background s titchery was finis hed 

quickly . The stitchery required to do the perpendicular 

walls seemed endless . Three similar , but different 

sketches were designed with the possibility of making 

this stitchery one of a gr oup of four . I have not decided 

if thes e additional pieces will ever be completed . 

The geometric canva s embroidery , '' Square 

Rotation , " wa s inspired by other artists and other 

stitcheries studied . The use of color and movement wa s 

very important in the Yaacov Agam Exhibit at Neiman

Marcus in St . Louis County in t he Fall of 1980 . It 

was also evident that some a ttempts at a chieving lines 

and patt ern could already be seen in the stitchery f i eld . 

Design ideas were attempted on gr a ph paper . Ra ther than 
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re pea t anything t ha t had been done before , I dec i ded 

to rotate the color lines . It was more interesting 

not to have them run through the design . The design 

motif on the white ba ckground i s an arrangement of f ive 

rectangles of various sizes . Afte r the smal l six i nch 

graph paper sketch was finished , I decided tha t the 

color eff ect would be more interes ting if three shades 

of a c olor were us ed instead of jus t one shade . Con-

centric circles were drawn on the canvas to indicate 

where the change of shade would occur. Th i s accidentl y 

crea ted a circl e that can be seen differently a s the 

viewer wal ks a round the piece. The shaded color lines 

were stitched over cording , while the white design a rea 

has no c ording . The side of the piece has darker corners 

with lighter shades in the center . There i s also a c olor 

change in the c enter of each side . The stitchery on the 

s i de seemed to take a l ong time to complete . The smal l 

white cord around t he st itcher y wa s added because the canva s 

showed in s pots along the edge . Although it was necessar y , 

it also adds to the total look of the piece . This type of 

design i dea would be very interesting to pursue again . 

More changes of line di rec tion would be cha llenging . 

The weaving , "Knotted Twins ," was designed f r om 

pa per patterns . The paper had been folded into the 

desired shape . The two stri ps were woven separately . 

After t hey were taken off the loom , they were fo lded 
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i nto the pr eviously planned shape. Once this weaving 

was planned it was easy to do and the f inishing was 

als o easy . 

The weaving , "Paper Ikat I, " was a firs t attempt 

at the ikat design pr ocess . To add interest , pa per would 

be us ed with the weaving . The paper strips and a paper 

background were dyed along with the i kat warp . It took 

over four dyeings of pa per and warp to get the desired 

color combinations . The paper background shape had t o be 

torn before the i kat warp was woven , because the edges 

had to accept the dye co l ors . The paper strips were 

dyed in the va rious color s used for dyeing the war p . 

The ika t design pattern wa s taken f rom a small one inch 

gr a ph pa per sketch . Although the i kat wa s tied for a 

f r inge , it wa s later woven where the fringe would have 

been . In the weaving pr ocess I dec ided that the dyed 

paper strips were appropriate . The completed weaving 

wa s hand stitched to t he paper background . Becaus e the 

weav ing contained paper and might have become creas ed 

if it wa s s t ored curled, it wa s decided t o dis play the 

weaving framed . 

The weaving "Paper Ikat II ," was a second attempt 

at the ikat design pr ocess . It was pa tterned a fter the 

fi r st i kat design , but it wa s not meant to be a copy . 

A similar design wa s used to tie the knots . The dye 

pr ocess wa s much mor e complicated , because an attempt 

303 1 
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was mad e to get s hades of a color used. This took 

many more d i ps into the dye bath . It was planned 

that the center of the ikat would be the l ightest area. 

A part for fringe was tied and dyed in the ikat process, 

but it was woven instead . The original war p color was 

light pink and the pa per was white so there was some 

concern about i f they would eventually match. The paper 

was dipped in a light pink dye bath to compensate for the 

color difference . In this weaving the paper weft strips 

have torn edges and they have been extended beyond the 

dyed paper backgr ound. I t is a good discipline to 

attempt the same design and process for a second time. 

The two ika t weavings are both simila r and ye t quite 

diffe rent in appearance. The pr ocess alone causes 

uniqueness of design and color . 

The fabric construction stitchery , "Woven 

Squares , " was designed on graph paper . I chose the 

colors as a challenge because I f el t they would be 

difficult to work with. The color combinat ion was not 

chosen before I saw the f abric in the store . The 

background squar es were constructed with both s i des of 

one fabric. It was d i fficult to construct t he s quare 

that had t o be woven into the background. The trim on 

the woven square was added for a touch of emphasis . Both 

hand and machine stitchery were required in the con

s t ruction of this pi ece. 
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The block print, "Shapes in Grey ," was printed 

with the use of thirteen individually cut linoleum 

blocks. The block designs were all related because of 

the diagonal lines f rom the corners that cross in the 

middle. Each block still remained an individual design. 

They were designed to fit together in a composition. 

The blocks were printed on Ultrasuede fabric because 

I liked the color and because the edge did not have to 

be turned. I used both s ides of the grey Ultrasuede 

fabric. The smallest block was printed on colored 

fabric to add emphasis. The printed fabric was sewn 

into a fabric matt. 

Sometimes a work of art can have more than one 

influence. Not only are the design sourc es of geometry , 

and na tural environment important, but als o important 

are the uses of emotion, memories, fr ee form , t he inf lu

ence of other a rtists, the e l ements of art, and the 

principles of art. Most of the pieces in the exhibit 

may ha ve more than one design source. Often one piece 

of work can be the inspiration of the pi ece t ha t will 

follow. All of the work the artist does will be the 

stepping stones to the pieces that wil l be done in the 

future. Mos t of the pieces in the Culminating Pr oject 

Exhibit already have created an idea for a fo llow up 

piece if only t ime would allow the opportunity to 

complete it. 



VII . CONCLUSION AND PERSONAL STATEMENT~ 

From the endless suppl y of ideas to select 

from for the compositions chosen comes a clue into the 

personality of the artist. Not only does the artist 

reflect the social and spiritual ideas of his culture, 

but he also reflect s his artistic standards through 

the quality of his art. The quality of art sta tements 

and techniques should not only be appropriate in the 

contemporary culture , but they shoul d also be comparable 

to the quality of good art sta tements throughout previous 

civilizations . The artist learns t o master his technique 

and he uses his skill to say something to the world . 

For art work to live it must communicate . 

Communication between the work at any stage of com

pleteness and the artist or the finished work and the 

viewer is an important part of the creative pr ocess . 

The creating of a work of a rt i s the process in which 

the artist thinks , acts, and then responds to the result 

of his act i on. He then proceeds to the next step of 

action and res ponse in the s equence tha t will f i nal l y 

produce his f inished work. Sometimes t he very dec i s ion 

tha t i s a piece of work is f inis hed can be quit e i mpor tant . 

Not on ly i s there d ia l ogue between the art is t and 

the art object , but there i s a di ffe rent re lationship 

between t he viewer and t he a rt ob ject because the viewer 
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usually only sees the complete work . It is not enough 

tha t it means something s pecial t o t he art is t , the a rt 

work must also convey to the viewer meaning or feeling , 

along with its form . The work becomes an object of 

aesthetic value only when it causes a r es ponse in the 

viewer . The nature of the res ponse i s dependent upon 

the active participation of the viewer . Even if the 

work of art has a statement to make , it i s still the 

observer who shapes that statement into a personal 

communication by committing himself to the experience . 

A work of art may communicate to passive observers, but 

i t spea ks more eloquently when it creates a visual 

interaction with the observer . Creators of a rt tend 

to look for ways to exhibit their work in order to 

create an opportunity for communicat i on. Artists also 

tend to become skilled observers . 1 

The i dea of a work of art is its most important 

quality. Sources of ideas come f rom natural environment , 

g eometry , other artists , free form , memory , and so on . 

Sometimes several sources are in one piece of art . The 

artist has t he capability of transforming t he s ource into 

a work that is a ref l ection of himself and his culture . 

The artist ' s eye sees the surface of things , but als o 

discerns and interprets the or ganic structure and the 

1Nathan Knobler, The Visua l Dialogue , ( New York : 
Ho l t , Re i nhart and Wi ns t on , Inc ., 1966) , p . J l2 . 
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potentiality that can be underneath. 

I have es pec ially been interested in mathematics 

f rom elementary school through college classes and in 

individual nonstructured s tudy . Because of my enjoyment 

of this sub j ect , I like to i ncorporate it in my work . 

All parts of the natural world are interes ting 

to me . The skill of photography has trained my vision 

to be more s ens itive t o the many wonderful natural sights 

I have personally experienced . Photographs by others 

have helped me experience natural sources I have never 

seen personally . The microscopic s tructures of nature 

are as inter esting to me as the much more expansive 

landscapes . The na t ural environment will always be an 

important design source in my work . 

A good idea and a good sense of the e lements and 

pr i nciples of a rt can be translated by the artist i nto 

almos t any technique or media . The quality of workma nship 

or technique i s ver y important in a work of art . The 

technique should not int erfere with the i dea , but should 

instead enhance it . Techniques should n ot stand out as 

being more import ant than the idea and it should n ot be 

so poorly executed a s to distract f rom the i dea . Along 

with good technical quali t i es , good qualit y supplies and 

finishing t echniques should also be emphasized . 

The artist needs to know the skills of his craft . 

Most artists can more eas ily stay in one s ki ll than I can . 
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Although I can stay in the fiber field, I still t end 

to be interested in s pinning, weaving, stitchery, 

bas ketry, direct dye, surface design, a nd silk screen. 

Because I know many branches of the fiber craf t, it 

takes a lot of eff ort to keep up with all the technical 

skills and equipment. It is especially interesting to 

me t o combine several techniques in one piece. The 

techniques are limited to not more than two or three 

at a time in order not to distract or distort from the 

intended idea. 

The invention of photography has both helped 

and hindered art. Currently photography can be an 

important tool for the artist. I t can be used as a 

method of study t o record what contemporary artists 

are doing. Photography can be used as a tool to explore 

the natural environment. It is an especially important 

source for enhancing visual capacity and training the 

creative way of seeing . 

It was photography that brought me back to the 

creative arts ten years ago . After competing in inter

na tional photography salons for several years , I had a 

need for a more individual expression. As I began to 

do more and more f iber art pieces photography as an art 

form became less important. I now us e phot ography more 

as a tool in the creative process rather than f or 

competition as I did bef ore. I especially use photogra-
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phy for surface design in the photo silk screen, 

blueprint, and brownprint processes . 

The fiber background came from my background 

in textiles and clothing in undergraduate work. I 

also had an equal amount of credits in applied arts. 

These skills were not being used after I graduated 

until ten years ago . There have been many changes 

in how art has been taught since I graduated from 

college. It was my college experience to learn skills 

only. Not much emphasis was placed on idea. As I 

have pursued the fiber arts for the last ten years, 

the idea has become the most important part of a work. 

Pursuing the idea first has made the fiber field more 

interesting to me. 

Because of the desire to create unique yarns, 

s pinning has been revived with new enthusiasm. There 

is also a great joy and satisfaction that comes from 

the process and skill. Since a yarn is the product of 

s pinning, I try to use the yarns I s pin in a creative 

way through stitchery or weaving into a final art 

statement. 

It is not only important t o me to know and enjoy 

the skill of spinning , it is also important to do 

this s kill on antique equipment. I have enjoyed 

collecting and restoring s pinning and weaving equipment 

s o that it is usable. 
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Any idea is easily translated into the creative 

stitchery technique. Stitchery, applique, and canvas 

work are conveniently worked on in any situation. 

Combinations of different types of stitchery can be 

used together. 

Although weaving is sometimes portable on 

smaller looms, it is usual ly done only where the loom 

is situated. With careful designing a piece can be 

formed into a structure right after it comes off t he 

loom. Most ideas can be achieved in weaving although 

some techniques are more diff icult and slower than 

others. Stitchery can be applied to a woven piece on 

or off the loom. 

Once the screens are made silkscreen can be a 

s peedy process. The screens can be used over and over 

again in endless combinations. Phot ography can be used 

to create an image on a silk screen. Pressed leaves 

and flowers can be used as design motif s for a silk 

screen. This is something I would like to pursue in 

the future. I have been pressing plant l ife for over 

a year f or this purpose. 

Art work not only r eflects the technical ski l ls 

of the artist, but it also translated man's perce ption 

into fee lings. Although an artist can learn a great 

deal about techniques by studying, the essential part of 

the creat ive process l ies in those parts which fall outside 
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the rules, precepts, measurements, and other communi

ca ble l aws or secrets. 

The textile designer Anni Al bers , in her book 

On Designing, discusses the process of creating a piece 

of art in a way that is very meaningful to me. She 

suggests that if we want to learn t o do, or t o form, 

we have to turn to art work. 

Art work deals with the problem of a 
piece of art, but more, it teaches the 
process of all creat ing , the shaping out 
of the shapeless. We learn f rom it that 
no picture exists bef ore it is done, no 
form bef ore it is sha ped. The conception 
of a work gives only the temper, not its 
consistency. Things t a ke shape in mat erial 
and in the pr ocess of working it, and no 
imagination i s great enough to know before 
the works are done what they will be like. 

We come to know in art work that we do 
not clearly know where we will arrive in 
our work, a l though we set the compass, our 
vision; that we are led, in going along , 
by material and work process. We have plans 
and blueprints, but the finished work is 
still a surprise. We l earn to listen to 
voices, to the yes or no of our material, 
our tools, our time. We come to know t hat 
only when we feel guided by them our work 
takes on form and meaning, that we are 
mis l ed when we f ollow only our will. All 
grea t deeds have been achieved under a 
sense of guidance. 

We learn courage from art work . We have 
t o go where no one wa s befo re us. We are 
alone and we are respons ible f or our actions. 
Our s olitariness takes on religious character; 
this is a mat ter of my conscience and me. 

We lea rn to dare t o make a choice, t o be 
independent. There is no authority to be 
questioned. In art work there i s no es
tablished conception of wor k; any decision 
is our own, any judgment. St ill, t here is 
one right opinion as to quality of a work of 
art, s pontaneous and indisputable---one of 
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our absolutes . There is a f ina l agreement 
upon it, of those initiated, no matter how 
much personal taste or trends of the time 
influence the judgment. 

In making our choice we develop a 
standpoint. How much of today's confusion 
is brought about through not knowing where 
we stand, through the inability to relate 
experiences directly to us. In art work 
any experience is immediate. We have to 
apply what we absorb to our work of the 
moment. We cannot postpone the use of what 
we learn. Much of our education today pre
pares us for a later day, a day that never 
comes. Knowing for later is not knowing 
at a11. 1 

In my life I get a great deal of satisf action 

out of shaping a piece of art. The process of doing 

the creating is more important to me than sell ing the 

work, commissions, or knowledge of techniques. My work 

has often served its purpose when the piece of art is 

completed because it is the challenge of working with 

unknown outcomes that is exciting to me. When my life 

is going well and when it is not, the challenge of 

creativity in art can hold my lif e together and give 

it meaning. 

1Ann i Al bers, Anni Albers, On Designing, 
(Middletown, Connecticut, Wes leyan Univers i t y Press , 
1961), p . 31. 



VIII. LIST OF WORK IN THE EXHIBIT 

STITCHERY 

1. Flowing Creative Stitchery 44" by 32" 

2. Root s Crea tive Stitchery 32" by 22" 

3. My Box Canvas Embroidery 13" by 6" 

4 . Tri- Shell 
Intertwining Canvas Embroidery 15" by 11" 

5. Square Rotation Canvas Embroidery 28" by 28" 

6 . Square Within 
Square Canvas Embroidery 20" by 20" 

7. Sea Within Me Machine Embroidery 17" by 17" 

8 . Woven Squares Fabric Construction 32" by 32" 

SURFACE DES IGN 

9. Leaf Symmetry Direct Dye 8 ' by 3 ' 

10 . Japanese Garden Photo Silk Screen 38" by 46" 

11. No Dogs Please Fabric Blueprint 13" by 13" 

12. Shapes of Grey Fabric Block Print 32" by 20" 

WEAVING 

13 . Paper Ikat I Ikat Weaving }2" by 16" 

14. Paper Ikat II I kat weaving 51" by 24" 

15. Knotted Twins Weaving 33" by 32" 

16 . Patches Stitchery & Weavi ng JO" by 18" 
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X. SAMPLES OF TECHNIQUES 



Photographs of Stitchery Samples 



Photographs of Stitchery Samples 



Photographs of St itchery Samples 



Stitchery Samples 



Direct Dye on Silk Fabric 



Kodalith Film 



Photo Silk Screen Print 



Blueprint 



Brownprint 



Fabric Block Print 



XI . PHOTOGRAPHS OF WORK IN THE EXHIBIT 



1. Flowing 

Creative Stitchery 

44" by 32" 



2. Roots 

Creative Stitchery 

J2" by 22" 



My Box 

Canvas Embroidery 

13" by 611 
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4. Tri-Shell 
Intertwining 

Canvas Embroidery 

15" by 11" 



5. Square Rotation 

Canvas Embroidery 

28" by 28" 



6. Square Within 
Square 

Canvas Embroidery 

20" by 20" 



7. Sea Within Me 

Machine Embroidery 

17" by 17" 



8. Woven Squares 

Fabric Construction 

32" by 32" 



9. Leaf Symmetry 

Direct Dye 

8 ' by J ' 
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10. Japanese Garden 

Photo Silk Screen 

J 8" by 46" 



11. No Dogs Please 

Fabric Blueprint 

13" by 13" 



12. Shapes of Grey 

Fabric Block Print 

32" by 20" 



13 . Paper Ikat I 

Ikat Weaving 

32" by 16" 



l4. Paper Ikat I I 

Ika t Weaving 

51" by 24" 



15. Knotted Twins 

Weaving 

33" by 32" 



16. Patches 

Stitchery and 
Weaving 

J O" by 18" 
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